Emma Donoghue's novel about a boy's life in one __
The Immortal Life of Henrietta __ is about science, ethics & family
Jennifer Egan's latest: A Visit from the Goon __
The Emperor of All Maladies by Siddhartha Mukherjee is about __
The Girl Who __ the Hornet's Nest is Steig Larsson's final book
Ron __ wrote about Hamilton in 2005 and George Washington in 2010 __ Roosevelt is Edmund Morris' latest book on Teddy __ was published nine years after Jonathon Franzen's Corrections __: Mickey Mantle and the End of America's Childhood
Justin Cronin's The __ is about a virus and vampires
John Le Carre's espionage thriller Our Kind of __
Karl Marlantes wrote Matterhorn: A Novel of the __ War
Empire of the Summer Moon by S. C. Gwynne is about this tribe __ Place by Tana French follows a character from The Likeness
The ____ is the first book in the Heroes of Olympus series __ True Love Story is a dystopic love story by Gary Shteyngart
The __ Autumns of Jacob de Zoet __ by David Mitchell
Hillenbrand's WWII novel about survival, resilience and redemption
The Three Weissmans of __ is by Cathleen Schine
Stacy Schiff wrote about this Egyptian beauty's life
The __ Bridge by Julie Orringer is her debut novel
Volume One of his autobiography is over 700 pages long
Medium Raw: A Bloody __ to the World of Food __ is by Anthony Bourdain __: Pastor, Martyr, Prophet, Spy ___ by Eric Metaxas
The third book in Suzanne Collins' Hunger Games Trilogy
In order to write War, Sebastian Junger spent 14 months in __
The __ by Chang-rae Lee is set during and after the Korean War
In Life Keith Richards details his early life and times with the __
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